File No.SR-SA0PB(PRMS)/3/2020-O/o Ch.OS/TFC/PB/SA/SR
I/57681/2021
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
OFFICE ORDER NO.SA/36/2021/Elecl. Running

Sub: Promotion to the post of LP/Shunting-II in Level 4 of Pay Matrix in
Electrical- Operations Department.
Ref: This office letter of even no dated 09.02.2021
***

Having been found suitable for promotion to the post of Loco Pilot/Shunting
Gr II, the following Sr.ALPs in Level 4 are promoted as Loco Pilot/Shunting Gr II in
Level 4 and retained at the same stations.
Sl. Emp. No.
No.

Name of employee
(S/Shri.)

Present
Desig./Stn.

1

15661507507

Subramani .N

Sr ALP/SA

Com/C
harged
against
SC

2

15661507398

Matla Moulika

Sr ALP/ED

SC

3

15661208840

Ram Chandra Sinku

Sr ALP/ED

ST

The above promotions are ordered subject to the following conditions:1.

The promotion of the employees mentioned above is on overall consideration
that there are no major DAR cases pending or contemplated or not under going
any penalty debarring them from promotion. In case any one is under going
penalty at the time of his promotion, it will be deemed that he is carrying out
current duties only, till such time he becomes free from punishment.

2. The promotes shall carry out their promotion within 15 days, from the receipt of
this order and failure to do this will be treated as refusal of promotion and
consequently they will not be eligible to be considered for promotion before the
expiry of one year debarment period and they will lose seniority to all their
juniors promoted in the mean while .No employees shall be retained on
administrative grounds affecting promotion.
3.

There is a probation period of 12 months in the promoted grade. At the end of the
probation period, if the appointing authority considers that the work of the
Railway servant during the one year probation period has not been found
satisfactory or the same is needed to be watched some more time, he may revert the
concerned employee to the post or grade from which the employee was promoted
or extended the period of probation as the case may be stipulated in Para 113 of
IREM -1.

4. The promotion will take effect from the date of their shouldering higher
responsibilities.
5.

The date of relief/joining may be advised to all concerned.

6.

Supervisor should ensure that the above promotion is not given effect if any of
them are having running punishment or SF-5 is pending against any one of them.

7. They should vacate Rly Qrs, if in occupation, before being relieved. If they wish to
retain the Qtrs at the old station, they should apply for permission to the competent
authority.
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8.

Promotees are not eligible for fixation benefits since their promotions are ordered
within the same Level carrying identical grade pay.

9. Any wrongful promotion/excess payment detected subsequently will be subject to
rectification
and
recovery
Ref.
CPO/MAS
lr.
No.P(S)353/Court/Policy/Vol.IIdtd.17.10.17(PBC No.184/2017).
10. The promotions ordered above are purely provisional and subject to the final
outcome of ongoing litigations/court cases on the subject.
This has the approval of the competent authority.

Divisional Office
Personnel Branch,
Salem

Asst. Personnel Officer/Tfc
for Divl. Personnel Officer/SA

NO.SA/P.535/VI/LP(SHG)Vol.IV date:07.06.2021
Copy to : Sr DEE/OP/SA, Sr. DFM/SA,
CCRC/ED ,CTLC/SA, CCRC/SA, CRC/CBE
OS/Bills/LPs & ALPs, Ch OS/Qrs & Systems/PB/SA
Employees, O.O. File
DS/SRMU AISC/STREA AIOBCREA AIRPFA/SA
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